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7.4 Construction Entrance

A construction entrance is a stabilized pad of stone underlain with a geotextile and is used 
to reduce the amount of mud tracked off-site with construction traffic. Located at points 
of ingress/egress, the practice is used to reduce the amount of mud tracked off-site with 
construction traffic.

A construction entrance is applicable where:

• Construction traffic leaves active construction areas and enters public roadways or areas 
unchecked by effective sediment controls;

• Areas where frequent vehicle and equipment access is expected and likely to contribute 
sediment to runoff, such as at the entrance to individual building lots.

Construction entrances address areas that contribute significant amounts of mud to runoff 
by providing a stable area for traffic.  Although they allow some mud to be removed from 
construction vehicle tires before they enter a public roads, they should not be the only 
practice relied upon to manage off-site tracking.  Since most mud is flung from tires as they 
reach higher speeds, restricting traffic to stabilized construction roads, entrances and away 
from muddy areas is necessary.

Description

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Planning Considerations
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If a construction entrance is not sufficient to remove the majority of mud from wheels or 
there is an especially sensitive traffic situation on adjacent roads, wheel wash areas may be 
necessary.  This requires an extended width pad to avoid conflicts with traffic, a supply of 
wash water and sufficient drainage to assure runoff is captured in a sediment pond or trap.

Proper installation of a construction entrance requires a geotextile and proper drainage to 
insure construction site runoff does not leave the site.  The use of geotextile under the stone 
helps to prevent potholes from developing and will save the amount of stone needed during 
the life of the practice.  Proper drainage may include culverts to direct water under the road-
way or water bars to direct muddy water off the roadway toward sediment traps or ponds.

The area of the entrance must be cleared of all vegetation, roots, and other objectionable 
material.  Geotextile will then be placed the full width and length of the entrance.

Stone shall be placed to a depth of at least 6 inches.  Roads subject to heavy duty loads 
should be increased to a minimum of 10 inches. Surface water shall be conveyed under 
the entrance, through culverts, or diverted via a water bars or mountable berms (minimum 
5:1 slopes) so as to convey sediment laden runoff to sediment control practices or to allow 
clean water to pass by the entrance. 

The stabilized construction entrance shall meet the specifications that follow.

The entrance shall be maintained in a condition that will prevent tracking or flow of mud 
onto public rights-of-way.  This may require periodic top dressing with additional stone 
or the washing and reworking of existing stone as conditions demand and repair and/or 
cleanout of any structures used to trap sediment.  All materials spilled, dropped, washed, or 
tracked from vehicles onto roadways or into storm drains must be removed immediately.  
The use of water trucks to remove materials dropped, washed, or tracked onto roadways 
will not be permitted under any circumstances.

Mud is allowed to accumulate and is tracked on to public right-of-ways.  The entrance and 
associated construction roads may need dressing with additional stone.

Soft depression areas develop in entrance area.  Stone may not have been underlain with 
geotextile or insufficient stone base has been provided.

Design Criteria

Maintenance

Common Problems / Concerns
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Specifications
for

Construction Entrance
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1. Stone Size—ODOT # 2 (1.5-2.5 inch) stone shall be used, or 
recycled concrete equivalent.

2. Length—The Construction entrance shall be as long as 
required to stabilize high traffic areas but not less than  
70 ft. (exception: apply 30 ft. minimum to single  
residence lots).

3. Thickness -The stone layer shall be at least 6 inches thick 
for light duty entrances or at least 10 inches for heavy duty 
use.

4. Width -The entrance shall be at least 14 feet wide, but  
not less than the full width at points where ingress or egress 
occurs.

5. Geotextile -A geotextile shall be laid over the entire area 
prior to placing stone. It shall be composed of strong  
rot-proof polymeric fibers and meet the following  
specifications:

Figure 7.4.1

Geotextile Specification for Construction Entrance

Minimum Tensile Strength 200 lbs.

Minimum Puncture Strength 80 psi.

Minimum Tear Strength 50 lbs.

Minimum Burst Strength 320 psi.

Minimum Elongation 20%

Equivalent Opening Size EOS < 0.6 mm.

Permittivity 1×10-3 cm/sec.

6. Timing—The construction entrance shall be installed as 
soon as is practicable before major grading activities.

7. Culvert -A pipe or culvert shall be constructed under the 
entrance if needed to prevent surface water from flowing 
across the entrance or to prevent runoff from being directed 
out onto paved surfaces.

8. Water Bar -A water bar shall be constructed as part of the 
construction entrance if needed to prevent surface runoff 
from flowing the length of the construction entrance and out 
onto paved surfaces.

9. Maintenance -Top dressing of additional stone shall be 
applied as conditions demand. Mud spilled, dropped, 
washed or tracked onto public roads, or any surface 
where runoff is not checked by sediment controls, shall be 
removed immediately. Removal shall be accomplished by 
scraping or sweeping.

10. Construction entrances shall not be relied upon to remove 
mud from vehicles and prevent off-site tracking. Vehicles 
that enter and leave the construction-site shall be restricted 
from muddy areas.

11. Removal—the entrance shall remain in place until the 
disturbed area is stabilized or replaced with a permanent 
roadway or entrance. 

Specifications
for

Construction Entrance




